
Your #LibraryStory:
Engage Your Community by

Communicating Your Impact



A library story…
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Overview

What’s your library story?

Target audiences

How to sell your story
⬥Resources and tools; effective methods
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Overview

Why tell a story?
⬥ Make a problem relatable/humanize an issue

⬥ Studies show that donors tend to give twice as 
much when presented with a story about an 
affected individual as opposed to reading 
statistics about the scope of a problem.     (Source: 

Network for Good)
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What’s Your #LibraryStory?

Goals in telling your story
◆Increase recognition of the impact your library has on the 

community 
◆Increase awareness and use of programs, services, etc.
◆Advocate for libraries among elected officials
◆Attract funding

Story Elements
◆ Character
◆ Desire
◆ Conflict/Barrier/What’s at stake? 5



What’s Your #LibraryStory?

When crafting your story, ask:

◆What makes my library/program/service/event special?

◆How does my library/program/service/event make patrons’ lives 
easier or better? Include specific examples. 
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What’s Your #LibraryStory?

Be sure you understand your own story. 

◆Can you write an elevator pitch 
(30-60 seconds; 75-150 words)? ~ Your pitch.

◆Can you expand this into a longer story 
for the web, media, etc.?

Image: http://www.slj.com/2016/10/diversity/a-path-forward-how-libraries-support-refugee-children/#_ 7



What’s Your #LibraryStory?

The power of patrons

◆Ask your patrons! They are your biggest advocates.

◆#LibraryStory (on Twitter)

◆Video

Image: http://www.slj.com/2016/10/diversity/a-path-forward-how-libraries-support-refugee-children/#_ 8



What’s Your #LibraryStory?
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What’s Your #LibraryStory?
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What’s Your #LibraryStory?

Discussion: What are some examples of good library stories? (Think 
“who, what, where, when, why?”)
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ww.ci.san-marcos.tx.us/index.aspx?page=196
http://uclubevents.blogspot.com/2012/09/banned-books-read-out-friday-928.html
http://www.poplarcreek.lib.il.us/



Target Audiences

With whom do you want to communicate? 
◆ Customize your stories; avoid  “spray & pray”

How (and how effectively) are you already reaching that group? 

Are there new audiences with which you’d like to connect?
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Image: https://gaylordllc.wordpress.com/tag/prezi/



Think Like A Journalist
Will the audience care? Why?

Does the story create an 
emotional connection or 
drive conversation?

Are there news hooks?

Are there visual, audio, or data 
elements to the story? 
(Show, don’t tell.)

Think outside the box
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Sell Your Story and Break through the Clutter

Use images and video
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Center Image: http://www.indypl.org/annualreport/2011/workforce.html
Right Image: https://www.nyc-arts.org/organizations/72161/nolen-library

http://www.indypl.org/annualreport/2011/workforce.html
https://www.nyc-arts.org/organizations/72161/nolen-library


Sell Your Story and Break through the Clutter
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Sell Your Story and Break through the Clutter
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Sell Your Story and Break through the Clutter
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     The AASL infographic School Librarians Transform Learning 
is part of the digital supplement to the Sept/Oct 2014 issue 
of ALA’s American Libraries magazine.  Members of the  
media and public are permitted to repost the PDF info-
graphic, provided no alterations are made and that the 
posting is for educational, noncommercial purposes only.  
[www.ala.org/aasl/digitalsupplement]  ©2014 American 
Association of School Librarians. All rights reserved.

“The internet makes doing research easier—easier to do well and easier to do poorly.”

School librarians ensure 
their students have 
the best chance 
to succeed.

“Your school librarian 

can help you co-plan and 

co-teach lessons that focus on 

School Librarians Transform Learning
I

“The internet makes doing research easier—easier to do well and easier  to do poorly.”

Increasing amounts of information demand students acquire the skills to  select, evaluate, and use information appropriately and effectively.  

12.050 BILLION 

....................................................................................................

information available online is 

overwhelming for most students 

digital technologies make it harder 

for students to find and use credible 

sources of information 

digital technologies discourage 

students from finding and using 

a wide range of sources 

School libraries provide equitable physical and intellectual 
access to the resources and tools required for learning in a 

warm, stimulating, and safe env ironm ent .  

Equate research 

w ith Googling 

..............................

Use search 

engines instead 

of more tradit ional 

sources 

..............................

Lack the ability  to 

judge the quality  of 

online informat ion  

Self-described “tech savvy” 

teachers are more likely 

(65%) to use media and 

technology in the classroom 

“a lot” than teachers who 

are “comfortable” (33%) 

or “uncomfortable” 

(12%) with it. 

School librarians are enabling 

and empowering teachers’ 

skills with digital content:

85% answer 

questions about 

technology tools
.........................................

66% participate 

with teachers in 

professional learning 

communities

.........................................

33% train 

teachers how to 

locate and evaluate 

digital content. 

“Your school librarian 

can help you co-plan and 

co-teach lessons that  focus on 

the evaluation of sources and 

information, providing your 

students w ith the discernible 

eye they’ll need to surv ive in 

college and the w orkplace.”

73% of teachers 

believe education-

al technology has 

the potential to “respond to a 

variety of learning styles”  

49% of teachers 

report that students’ 

access to technology 

at home is one of the “biggest barriers 

to incorporating technology into their 

teaching” because the students are 

“often not digitally literate enough”  

56% of teachers of the 

lowest-income students say 

that a lack of resources among 

students to access digital technologies is 

a “major challenge” to incorporating more 

digital tools into their teaching 

60%

71%

83%

Number of Google 
searches per month: 

— Kimberly Shearer, 
      2012 Kentucky Teacher of the Year  
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SCHOOL LIBRARIANS

Today ’s Digital  
Technologies  

Teachers Report: 
NOTES
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XIV Common Sense Media, 2012. Children, Teens, and 
Entertainment Media. w w w .commonsensemedia.
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BTSB
Bound to Stay Bound Books

www.btsb.com

Image: http://www.ilovelibraries.org/sites/default/files/AASL_Supplement-poster_LORES.pdf



Sell Your Story and Break Through the Clutter
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FFRPL Strategic Plan                     2016-2020
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What are we saying? Who are we saying it to?
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RRLC                                                April 2017
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Help!
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Storytelling
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Direct Mail Annual Campaign
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◈Then . . . 
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Stand out
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DRAFT - - Paragraph 1
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Final - - Opening Paragraph
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FINAL – Closing Paragraph
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Now . . .
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Sell Your Story and Break Through the Clutter
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The Media
Social 

Media/Blogs/ 
Website

Newsletters/Pri
nt



1.

Social Media & Blogs
Choose the platforms that best meet your needs
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Social Media & Blogs

Create conversation, encourage engagement

Different audiences; different platforms

Know your resources

Measurement: Define what you consider success
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Social Media & Blogs

Create a social media policy

Develop an overall communications plan
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Social Media & Blogs

https://twitter.com/nypl

https://www.facebook.com/bostonpubliclibrary

*Be conversational and invite engagement
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https://twitter.com/nypl
https://www.facebook.com/bostonpubliclibrary


2.

Newsletters & Print
A great way to tell long-form stories
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Newsletters & Print

Less dialogue; long form storytelling; information sharing

Know your resources

What are your priorities?

Measurement: Define what you consider success

Example:

http://us9.campaign-
archive1.com/?u=e200138373fa916c3f309138b&id=c13c3369fc&e=[UN
IQID]  
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http://us9.campaign-archive1.com/?u=e200138373fa916c3f309138b&id=c13c3369fc&e=[UNIQID


3.

The Media
Traditional broadcast and print media reach 

large audiences 
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Today’s Media Landscape

Fewer resources and staff members = journalists have more news 
to cover in less time 

Assignments vs. pitches

Types of stories: hard vs. soft news

Backpack journalists

Image: http://www.huffingtonpost.com/minube/spain-festivals_b_3250791.html 43



Today’s Media Landscape

Duration/length of stories
◆TV: :25 -1:30
◆Radio (public): :30-3:30
◆Newspaper: Average is 500-800 

words (feature)
◆Magazine and web platforms have 

more flexibility

How can you make your #LibraryStory stand out? 
Think like a journalist!

Image: http://www.huffingtonpost.com/minube/spain-festivals_b_3250791.html
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3a.

The Press Release
The best releases are BRIEF and include the who, 
what, where, when, and why.
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The Press Release

Contact information

Headline

Lead paragraph
◆ Interesting statement. Why does your audience care? What’s 

relatable?

◆ Summary: who, what, where, when, why
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The Press Release

Body
◆ The majority of journalists prefer a press release with bullet 

points or “info snacks.”  

◆Use bullet points as tweets!

Create a quote section instead of burying the quotes.
◆Quotes should memorable, convey impact, and be tweetable!

Boilerplate (at end)
47



The Press Release: Headlines
5x as many people read the headline as read the body. 

What makes a good headline?

Numbers outperform headlines without numbers
◆Use “3,” not “three”

Interesting adjectives
◆Effortless, Fun, Free, Strange, Essential…

Trigger phrases
◆Why, How, What
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The Press Release: Headlines
5x as many people read the headline as read the body. 

What makes a good headline?

Make a promise
◆Learn 5 Ways to Save Money This Holiday Season

Headline Formula: 
# or trigger phrase + keyword + adjective + promise = headline
How You Can Effortlessly Sell Your Home in Less than 24 Hours
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The Press Release: Lead and Body

One page is ideal

Channel your inner reporter when writing your release

Make it accessible to the average reader
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The Press Release: Lead and Body

Don’t use cliché words or phrases or library jargon
◆ The space will be “a hub and community for students who want 

to make an impact on the world through problem-solving, 
team-building, solutioning, and conceptual thinking.”

Use active, conversational language
◆ The space will be a place where students can meet and network 

with like-minded people. (add information about tangible 
resources, etc.)
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The Press Release: Lead and Body

Avoid these overused words and phrases:

◆ Synergy. Throw this one into the outdated buzzword junk pile, 
please.

◆ Engage. It’s hard to avoid overusing this word. Still, it’s 
everywhere.

Source: PR News. http://www.prnewsonline.com/overused-words-phrases-pr-pros
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The Press Release: Lead and Body

◆ Stakeholder. Once used to refer only to people with literal 
shares of a company. Now, everyone's a stakeholder. It doesn't 
mean much anymore.

◆ Problematic. Better to state, "This has become a huge problem 
because..." Or, "This is a big issue and here's how we're going to 
address it.”

◆ Thrilled. It gets less thrilling to read every time we see a press 
release for a new product launch make use of it.

Source: PR News. http://www.prnewsonline.com/overused-words-phrases-pr-pros
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The Press Release: Multimedia, Etc.

Interviews

Feel free to mention 
who from your library 
will be available for 
interviews. 

*Be sure they actually 
are available. 

Video/Audio

If there are good 
opportunities for 
b-roll, photos, or audio, 
include the best time 
to arrive.

*Offer to provide those 
elements. 

Additional Data

Provide links to 
additional information, 
including numbers and 
data. 
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The Press Release: Multimedia, Etc.

56

+552%

Text Release

Text Release and Visual Asset = + 92% 

Text Release and Multimedia = 
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Source: http://www.prnewswire.com/knowledge-center/New-PR-Approaches-for-Outbound-
Communications-Strategies.html?treatment=true



Examples

Exercise

Questions?

The Press Release
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3b.

The Media Advisory
Used as an “FYI” to encourage media outlets to cover 
your events
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The Media Advisory

Contact information

Headline

Time, Date, Place

Description of the event

Admission, RSVP, etc.
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Example

Questions?

The Media Advisory
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3c.

The Pitch
Pitching = Connecting
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The Pitch

Email is best. Please no cold calls!

If you are pitching to a specific journalist, make sure they 
know that you know what they cover.
◆“I know you cover education.” OR “I read your recent story 

about early language and literacy development…”
◆DON’T begin with: “Hi, my name is Jane Doe and I’m the 

communications director for…”
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The Pitch

Be sure your story is timely and/or appropriate; link it with 
current news, trends, etc.

Use bullet points to summarize why your story matters, and 
attach the release or paste it in the body

Point to links, images, or video. “Show, don’t tell.”

Be persistent and follow up.
63



The Pitch: A Real World Example 
(that’s excellent)

Dear Megan,

Children's Book Week is coming up (May 1-7), and we were wondering if you and Evan might be interested in 
devoting an hour of Connections that week to talking about what's new and great in children's books. Our 
children's librarians NAME and NAME would love the opportunity to be part of a discussion of that topic, and I 
know NAME and NAME from the XX Library would be excellent and willing guests as well. I also know a couple 
literacy specialists who work at local colleges who might be able to round out the show. In our talks here, we 
were thinking an engaging and useful sub-theme would be to reassure parents that leisure reading behaviors 
they often worry about (kids who want to read the same books over and over, kids who love series or comics, 
and so on) are almost always effective literacy building activities. If you're interested, I'd love to talk more 
about this.

Incidentally, as a city resident, I want to thank you both for your coverage of the mayoral race. I've gotten 
almost all my information thus far from Connections (which I listen to as a podcast--love that it's available that 
way!). Yesterday's episode was great, a little troubling but also illuminating.
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The Pitch: Real World Examples 
(that were rejected)

Hi Megan,

The XX Library is hosting NAME as part of our XX speaker series. He wrote 
the fictional language for XX (TV show). He is available for a 5-minute 
phone interview. Can we set this up? 

Hi Megan,

In this current political climate, facts are more important than ever. 
Libraries are the keepers of facts. How about a show about the importance 
of libraries during this time?
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The Pitch: How Far in Advance?

Varies by medium, but it never hurts to be early

At least a week in advance is your best bet

Two weeks in advance if you want significant coverage

Please don’t call right after you send the email!
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The Pitch: The Follow Up

Email is overwhelmingly preferred

Follow up the day before and/or the day of your event

If your story is accepted:
◆Don’t ask for questions in advance
◆Provide homework
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3d.

Social Media
It’s key to creating social velocity.
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Social Media for Creating Social Velocity

Create buzz for your story

Live tweet

Journalists are looking for stories that have already been shared. They want 
a guaranteed audience. Let them jump on your bandwagon.
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Earned Media

Audience Play It Forward

Amplification on Social Media



Social Media for Connecting with Journalists

70

Follow journalists on social media
◆ Monitor their beats
◆ Join the conversation and build a relationship
◆ Comment, like, share, retweet, and mention
◆ Ask an informed and substantive question
◆ Offer a third party resource
◆ Mention what you are seeing that’s similar
◆ Propel their piece further with a follow-up idea/lead

Pitch?



A Quick Review

Understand:
◈ Your story
◈ Your target audience
◈ Your resources

The Power of 
Patrons
Their stories have the 
“EQ” to propel your 
message.

Multimedia is Key
Photos, videos, and audio 
create social velocity, 
convey emotion; and tell 
stories.
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Your relationship with the media should be symbiotic.
◈ Develop relationships
◈ Be persistent
◈ Don’t get discouraged; there will be roadblocks out of your control
◈ A thank you goes a long way
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Need Help? Have Questions?

Connect with me…

On Twitter: @mmackmedia

Via email: mack.megan01@gmail.com

mailto:mack.megan01@gmail.com

